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Abstract

This thesis aims to solve the problem of optimizing the allocation of hardware in in-
dustrial FEM problem-solving—a problem faced by, e.g., truck manufacturer Scania,
which has requested this thesis and has provided some relevant data. The objective
function to be minimized is taken to be the total processing time of a given FEM job
distribution. Constraints include the available hardware and the number of accessible
license tokens—the latter being the “currency” required to run the problem-solving
software. The optimization problem is nonlinear and nonconvex and ought to be
solved by use of a suitable algorithm. While the focus of this thesis is on modeling
and problem formulation, a search for a global optimal solution was performed by
use of MATLAB R©. It is concluded that although the model and problem formula-
tion include several areas of improvement, this thesis may hopefully contribute to
streamlining Scania’s FEM problem-solving process.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1 Introduction

Many manufacturing companies have a need to guarantee the strength of their prod-
ucts, either because of safety regulations or merely to retain customers. In the
automotive industry, the means to do so is usually to perform tests on a sample of
vehicles and, based on the results, make predictions about the strength of all vehicles
of the particular design tested. The traditional way to conduct these tests is to build
a vehicle complete with custom hardware, equip it with sensors, and run it around a
test track. For a company like Scania, whose business idea is to manufacture semi-
customized heavy trucks and buses, such testing is very expensive because of three
reasons. First, the cost of producing a single test truck or bus is high by nature.
Second, since Scania sells customized vehicles—thus offering a vast number of more
or less different models—the number of tests would be staggering. Third, a mal-
function discovered at the point in the production cycle where a vehicle is already
designed and built would result in many of the investments already made being to
no useful end (Baker, 2013).

In order to decrease the costs associated with the three problems described above,
Scania has begun to utilize computer simulations to predict the strength of its prod-
ucts (Baker, 2013). The computations performed are based on the so-called finite
element method (FEM) which encompasses large systems of equations. The compu-
tations are carried out by a computer, or node, in a cluster, i.e., a set of computers
interconnected through a local area network (LAN). The process—from problem to
solution—transpires as follows. An engineer having a FEM problem, or job, waiting
to be solved sends the job to a queue which looks for a vacant node. Once a vacant
node is found, the queue sends the job to the node which then solves the job with a
specialized software and sends the solution to the engineer.

The software requires so-called license tokens bought from the software company
in order to run. Vacant tokens are located in a virtual pool and when a node receives
a job from the queue it will occupy a number of vacant tokens in the pool and return
them once the job is processed. The number of tokens required to run the software
has a nonlinear dependency on the number of processors, or cores, and graphics
processing units (GPUs) the particular node utilizes during computation (Svärd,
2014). The number of cores and GPUs in turn affect the processing time of the
job in a nonlinear fashion. Hence, there is a trade-off between the processing time
(which decreases as more cores and GPUs are utilized) and the number of license
tokens required (which increases as more cores and GPUs are utilized).

The problem Scania faces is to maximize the number of jobs solved but at the
same time minimize the cost associated with buying tokens. Further concerns include
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1 INTRODUCTION

optimizing the utilization of hardware. To this end, Scania has advertised a degree
project whose purpose is to help solve this problem.

1.1 Objective

Given Scania’s problem as outlined above, the objective of this thesis is to help
Scania reach its goals of implementing a more efficient FEM problem-solving process.
More precisely, my contacts with Scania have resulted in the agreed upon delimited
objective to find an allocation of hardware that minimizes the time it takes to solve
a typical distribution of FEM jobs, given a number of accessible tokens and given
some available hardware (Reuterswärd et al., 2014).
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2 Theory and Current Research

In order to determine how to approach the problem in a way that is fit to achieve the
objective stated in the previous section, I first review the current state of knowledge
regarding optimization in a multiprocessor environment. This exposition starts with
some basics on multiprocessor scaling and ends with a review of the treatment of
similar problems as well as a discussion on relevant aspects of nonlinear optimization.

2.1 Parallel Scaling

In the past, increasing the speed of computations was achieved by increasing the
capacity of a single processor. The frequency, or clock rate, at which a processor
operates is translated into dissipated heat according to

P ∝ C × V 2 × F, (1)

where P is the power (in the form of heat dissipated per unit time), C is the ca-
pacitance of the circuit, V is the voltage over the processor, and F is the number of
atomic operations performed by the processor per unit time (Hennessy and Patter-
son, 2011). Hence, ceteris paribus, when increasing F , P also increases. This poses a
problem as far as cooling is concerned since the ability to cool computers by air has
an upper limit whereas it is desirable to keep increasing F for better performance.

Throughout the years, C and V have been minimized so as to decrease P but
have now reached a lower limit. As processors have decreased in size so has the P
per unit area and now, the limit of cooling by air has been reached. Consequently, if
one wishes to increase, or scale up, the speed of a computation one has to increase
the number of processors utilized and distribute the task between them—a practice
sometimes called parallel or multiprocessor scaling (Hennessy and Patterson, 2011).

2.2 Processing Units

The two forms of processing units involved in the computations required to solve
Scania’s FEM jobs are central processing units (CPUs) and graphics processing units
(GPUs). They are both able to perform computations but are originally designed for
different purposes. A CPU is where—in all computers—arithmetic, logic, branching,
and data transfer are implemented, and usually contains several processors, or cores,
working in parallel. A GPU may consist of several so-called floating-point units
working in parallel and was originally utilized to accelerate graphics but has in recent
years increasingly been used for computing (Hennessy and Patterson, 2011).
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2.3 Similar Problem Formulations

Although, to the best of my knowledge, there has been no research on this exact
topic, there are several studies which address similar problems. The groundbreaking
study by Hochbaum and Shmoys (1985) addressing the minimum makespan problem
presents an algorithm that might be suitable were I to formulate the problem at
hand in a similar way. The problem Hochbaum and Shmoys (1985, p. 79) examine
is described in their paper: “[a] schedule of jobs is an assignment of the jobs to [...]
machines, so that each machine is scheduled for certain total time and the maximum
time that any machine is scheduled for is called the makespan of the schedule. In
the minimum makespan problem the objective is to find a schedule that minimizes
the makespan.” In fact, given the objective of this thesis, the problem I am to
formulate is a version of the minimum makespan problem. However, the fact that
the minimum makespan problem as treated above does not include finite resources
(such as cores and GPUs) which, if allocated to a machine, affect the processing time,
indicates that the algorithm Hochbaum and Shmoys proposes will not be applicable
to Scania’s problem.

Another interesting study is one conducted by Grigoriev and Uetz (2009). They
address a problem in which jobs are processed on machines but the processing time
of a job depends nonlinearly on the usage of a discrete renewable resource, e.g., per-
sonnel. Their objective is to find a resource allocation and schedule that minimizes
the makespan. Another problem which is somewhat analogous to that of Scania is
optimal allocation of power supply given total power constraints. This problem is
frequently treated by Li (2012a,b). His proposed algorithms are entirely based on
the nonlinear relationship between power and frequency. Both of these problem for-
mulations involve only linear resource constraints whereas the binding constraint in
Scania’s problem is assumed to be the token constraint, which depends nonlinearly
on the processing time enhancing resources cores and GPUs. This issue indicates
that neither the algorithms proposed by Grigoriev and Uetz (2009) nor Li (2012a,b)
are directly applicable to Scania’s problem. Furthermore, utilizing discrete, combi-
natorial optimization is deemed to be outside the scope of this thesis.

2.4 Nonlinear Optimization

An important aspect of nonlinear optimization is the question of the convexity of
an optimization problem. For convex optimization problems, one can derive much
stronger optimization conditions than for general nonlinear problems. E.g., if an
implemented algorithm finds a local optimal solution to a convex problem, then the
solution is also a global optimal solution to the problem (Sasane and Svanberg, 2013).
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The following definitions are from Sasane and Svanberg (2013).
Consider the general formulation of an optimization problem:

(P)

{
minimize

x
f(x),

subject to x ∈ F ,

where the feasible set F is a given subset of Rn and the objective function f is a
given real-valued function on F .

Definition 1. A set C ⊂ Rn is called convex if for all x, y ∈ C and all t ∈ (0, 1), we
have that (1− t)x+ ty ∈ C.

Definition 2. Let C ⊂ Rn. A function f : C → R is said to be convex if for all
x, y ∈ C and all t ∈ (0, 1),

f((1− t)x+ ty) ≤ (1− t)f(x) + tf(y).

Definition 3. The problem (P) is called a convex optimization problem if F is a
convex set and f is a convex function on F .

These definitions may be useful in subsequent analysis of the solvability of a
formulated optimization problem.
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3 Research Design

Given the similar problem formulations discussed in the previous section, it stands
clear that although the authors have made quite simple assumptions and only im-
plemented linear constraints, the algorithms proposed tend to be rather complex.
The fact that Scania’s problem involves both a nonlinear objective function—the
makespan—and a nonlinear binding constraint—the license tokens—indicates that
answering my research question should not include proposing a feasible algorithm but
rather focus on modeling and problem formulation. Moreover, since discrete opti-
mization is deemed to be outside the scope of this thesis, this also suggests that even
though the number of cores and GPUs is discrete, they will have to be approximated
as continuous.

3.1 Research Questions

Given the deliberations above, the research question posed in order to achieve the
objective of this thesis is divided into two parts, the latter of which might be more
difficult to answer.

• How should the problem of minimizing Scania’s FEM job makespan be formu-
lated in order for it to be feasibly solvable?

• What is the optimal allocation of hardware given the chosen problem formu-
lation?

3.2 Method

In order to answer the research question, the method used is the following. First, Sca-
nia’s problem is to be examined in depth and translated into mathematical notation.
Then different problem formulations are to be developed and discussed. Thereafter,
the most feasibly solvable problem formulation is to be chosen and attempted to
be solved using MATLAB R©. Upon implementing the problem formulation, the pro-
posed optimal solution is to be compared to a homogeneous allocation of cores and
GPUs and variations with respect to constraints are to be implemented. Lastly, ar-
eas of improvement and alternative problem formulations are to be discussed from a
holistic perspective.
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4 Data

In order to be able to propose a feasible problem formulation, I first have to examine
Scania’s problem in depth. To this end, I examine the data made available through
my meeting with representatives of Scania (Reuterswärd et al., 2014) and an internal
Scania document addressing the speedup and license costs resulting from including a
GPU in computations (Thellner, 2014). The speedup is the factor by which the speed
of a uniprocessor computation is multiplied when including additional processing
components in computations, i.e., cores and floating-point units.

The available data is rather sparse, and segmented by type of FEM model used
to analyze the strength of a particular truck component. However, the distribution
of jobs is not described. Neither is the number of nodes, cores, and GPUs available.
Furthermore, the license cost as a function of number of cores and GPUs utilized is
classified, since it is the result of private negotiations between the software company
and Scania. However, it is known that the number of license tokens required as a
function of number of cores and GPUs is nondecreasing, i.e., it is inevitably costly
in terms of occupied tokens to add speed-enhancing processing components to the
computation (Svärd, 2014).

Despite the limitations discussed above, it is possible to elicit the approximate
functional form of processing time of a job as a function of the number of cores and
GPUs utilized. As stated earlier, the data is segmented by type of FEM model,
but since the distribution of jobs is unknown, I have chosen to examine the process-
ing time of only one model—axleGear—with its given problem “size.” The data
in Thellner (2014) implies no straightforward relationship between “simple” job pa-
rameters such as the number of elements or degrees of freedom in the FEM model
analyzed and the processing time. Therefore, I let the “size” parameter include the
number of elements and degrees of freedom of the FEM model, the algorithm used by
the software etc.—all parameters that by a priori inspection might affect processing
time. The processing time data for axleGear is presented in Figure 1 below.
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Figure 1: Processing time of a job as a function of number of cores utilized for the model
axleGear, with and without GPU (Thellner, 2014).

4.1 Deducing Functional Relationships from Data

It is possible to fit a curve to the processing time data to elicit the approximate
functional form of processing time. A simple, a priori derivation of the functional
form would include a term dividing the parallelizable processing time by the number
of processing components. An additional term would include the parallel overhead
consisting of additional arithmetic or communication introduced by partitioning the
job and distributing it over the available processing components (Müller-Wichards,
1991). Lastly, the function would include a constant taken to represent the so-
called Amdahl’s limit, i.e., the part of the processing time that is non-parallelizable
(Amdahl, 2013). The complete functional form would read

t(s, c, g) =
T (s)

c+ qg
+R(c+ qg) + pT (s), (2)

where t denotes the processing time, s the size of the job, c the number of cores
utilized by the node in question, g the number of GPUs utilized, T the paralleliz-
able processing time, q the number of floating-point units in a GPU, R the parallel
overhead coefficient, and pT Amdahl’s limit. Evidently, I have assumed that R is
constant and Amdahl’s limit is a constant fraction of T . Given that R is positive
(which is a priori logical) the processing time would never reach Amdahl’s limit. This
might be considered illogical but since overhead would likely increase as the job is
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divided into smaller and smaller parts it seems reasonable at least in the intervals
1 ≤ c ≤ 8 and 0 ≤ g ≤ 1 as represented in the data.

A least-squares fitting of the parameters in the function (2) using the MATLAB R©

function lsqcurvefit yields

T (saxleGear) = 48865,

q = 6,

R = −5.7, and

p = 0.02.

Counterintuitively, R is negative. However, since the a priori derivation of the func-
tion is overly simplistic and since the coefficient is small compared to the first term
coefficient, it does not matter for our purposes if I exclude the term from the function
and in this way obtain

t(s, c, g) =
T (s)

c+ qg
+ pT (s). (3)

Fitting (3) to the data yields the parameter values

T (saxleGear) = 48928,

q = 6, and

p = 0.02.

(4)

The curve (3) with parameter values (4) is depicted in Figure 2 below.
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Figure 2: Processing time of a job as a function of number of cores utilized for the
model axleGear, with and without GPU, including the fitted curve t(saxleGear, c, g) =
48928
c+6g + 0.02 · 48928 (Thellner, 2014). t denotes the processing time, s the size of the job, c
the number of cores utilized by the node in question, and g the number of GPUs utilized.

The fitted curve with one utilized GPU does not fit the data very well. The
reason for this is likely the fact that a GPU works in a slightly different way than
a CPU and this difference is neglected in the fitted function. However, the curve is
decreasing and still fits the data relatively well implicating that it can be used in
subsequent modeling.
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5 Modeling and Problem Formulation

In order to be able to mathematically formulate a problem capturing the essence of
Scania’s original problem, I first model all invariant parts of the original problem such
as resource constraints and problem distribution. However, a well-formulated prob-
lem requires further assumptions and delimitations which are discussed separately
in the next subsection. Thereafter, I finish the modeling and propose a problem
formulation.

Since the only function I was able to elicit from the data is the processing time
as a function of number of cores and GPUs utilized, it remains to model the function
for license cost. Since this function is classified I have assumed—with some help from
Svärd (2014) and Thellner (2014)—the following functional form:

`(c, g) = P ln(1 + c) + g,

where ` denotes the number of tokens required for this particular computation, c the
number of cores utilized by the node in question, g the number of GPUs utilized, and
P a scale factor. I let P = 2 in subsequent problem formulation. It is worth noting
that for integer c and g, ` will be a non-integer although this should probably not be
the case. However, given the scope of this thesis the function is deemed adequate.

Since the objective of this thesis is to solve a kind of makespan problem, the
objective function in all problem formulations should read something like

f(x) = tm(x), x ∈ F

where f denotes the objective function to be minimized, x a vector containing the
decision variables, tm the makespan, and F the feasible set. The makespan function
depends on the particular model and problem formulation used.

The obvious constraints to Scania’s problem are

c ≤ C,

where c is the number of cores utilized by the node in question and C is the number
of cores available to that node, and

g ≤ G,

where g is the number of GPUs utilized by the node in question and G is the number
of GPUs available to that node. To my understanding, it is reasonable to assume
that G = 1, g ∈ {0, 1}, C = 8, and c ∈ {1, . . . , 8} Thellner (2014). As stated before,
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5 MODELING AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

however, I will approximate all variables as continuous, so in this case, g would be
in [0, 1] and c in [1, 8].

The job size distribution, where size includes all job specific parameters affect-
ing processing time, is yet to be defined. From Reuterswärd et al. (2014), I have
been given the impression that the job size distribution looks something like what is
depicted in Figure 3 below.

s
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D
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ty

Figure 3: Approximate job size distribution where s is the size metric, as implied by
Reuterswärd et al. (2014).

The distribution used to create Figure 3 is a Weibull distribution with a shape
parameter of value 2. This distribution is to be used in subsequent calculations.

Let t(s) = αsβ, where t denotes processing time, s the size metric, and α, β
constants to be defined. Since s is not well-defined, α and β may, for our purposes
be chosen arbitrarily. Therefore, I let α = 1

c+qg
+p so as to include the size dependence

in (3) and β = 2 since the only thing known about the processing time dependence
on job size is that it is convex. The complete processing time function now reads

t(s, c, g) =

(
1

c+ qg
+ p

)
s2. (5)

5.1 Problem Formulation

All relevant functional dependencies are now determined. What remains is the actual
problem formulation. Below, I list the assumptions used in the problem formulation,
each together with an explanation as to why the assumption is made.
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I. The job distribution is to be partitioned into a number of job size
categories. This delimitation is a simplification so as to make the distribution
more manageable.

II. The job distribution is taken to be deterministic and all jobs within
the same category are pipelined. This is to exclude probabilistic delibera-
tions from the model and to avoid nodes waiting on jobs to arrive or in other
words to avoid having to include so-called dynamic scheduling in the model
which is deemed to be outside the scope of this thesis (Rudová, 2008).

III. The number of job size categories is given. This delimitation is made
so as to avoid having to alter the length of the vector containing the decision
variables between algorithm iterations.

IV. Nodes are to be divided into the same number of categories as the job
size categories and are to only process jobs from their corresponding
job size category. This is to avoid having to include dynamic scheduling in
the model.

V. Nodes in the same category all utilize the same number of avail-
able cores and GPUs. This assumption allows different core and GPU
constraints for the different categories but prohibits different constraints for
individual nodes so as to avoid unnecessary complexity.

VI. All variables are approximated as continuous. This delimitation serves
to avoid discrete optimization which is deemed to be outside the scope of this
thesis.

VII. All nodes in the same category work in parallel at full capacity. This
assumption lets us calculate the total time needed for a node category to process
all problems in its corresponding job size category by calculating the time it
takes one node to solve all problems in its job size category and then dividing
that time with the number of nodes in the category.

Given the above assumptions, the problem is now well-defined apart from which
variables are decision variables. To better illustrate the situation, I have drawn a
diagram in Figure 4 below.
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b1 = 0 b4 →∞b2 b3

p(s)

s

k1 nodes,
each with
c1 cores and
g1 GPUs

k2 nodes,
each with
c2 cores and
g2 GPUs

k3 nodes,
each with
c3 cores and
g3 GPUs

Node
categories

Job size
distribution
divided into
categories

Figure 4: Diagram illustrating the process of each node category processing jobs in its
corresponding job size category with three categories. p(s) denotes the probability density
function with respect to the size metric s and bi denote the job size category limits.

Given this problem formulation, the makespan can now be expressed mathemati-
cally. First, let the given number of categories be denoted by n and N = {1, . . . , n}.
The makespan is then

f(x) = max
i∈N

(
N

ki

∫ bi+1

bi

t(s, ci, gi)p(s)ds

)
where f(x) is the makespan and in our case the objective function, x is the vector
containing the decision variables, N is the total number of problems, ki is the number
of nodes in category i, the bi are the job size category limits, t(s, ci, gi) is the time it
takes a node in category i to solve a problem of size s utilizing ci cores and gi GPUs,
and p(s) is the probability density function with respect to s.

I propose two variations with respect to the decision variables. One with the bi
given and consequently excluded from the decision variables, and one with the bi
included in the decision variables. x then becomes, in each respective case,

x =
(
k1 · · · kn c1 · · · cn g1 · · · gn

)>
, and

x =
(
k1 · · · kn b1 · · · bn+1 c1 · · · cn g1 · · · gn

)>
.

The constraints regarding the number of available cores and GPUs to each node in
category i now read

ci ≤ Ci, i ∈ N

14
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and
gi ≤ Gi, i ∈ N .

The constraint regarding the nodes can be expressed as follows. Let the total number
of nodes in the cluster be denoted by K. Then the constraint is∑

i∈N

ki = K.

If the bi are included in the decision variables, the constraints regarding these are

bi − bi+1 ≤ 0, i ∈ N (6)

so as to prevent the job size category limits to change order on the s axis and thus
producing a negative makespan, and

b1 = 0

and
bn+1 =∞.

Lastly, the assumed-to-be binding constraint regarding the license tokens is treated.
Let the total number of tokens be denoted by L. Then the constraint is∑

i∈N

ki`(ci, gi) ≤ L

since the number of tokens occupied momentarily is equal to the sum of tokens
occupied momentarily by each category. The number of tokens occupied by a node
category is equal to the number of nodes in that category times the number of tokens
occupied by a single node. Furthermore, all variables must be non-negative.
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5 MODELING AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

The problem with the bi excluded from the decision variables is summarized in
(P1) below.

(P1)



minimize
x

f(x) = max
i∈N

(
N

ki

∫ bi+1

bi

t(s, ci, gi)p(s)ds

)
= max

i∈N

(
N

ki

(
1

ci + qgi
+ p

)∫ bi+1

bi

s2p(s)ds

)
,

subject to
∑
i∈N

ki = K,

1 ≤ ci ≤ Ci, i ∈ N ,
gi ≤ Gi, i ∈ N ,∑
i∈N

ki`(ci, gi) =
∑
i∈N

ki(P ln(1 + ci) + gi) ≤ L,

x ≥ 0,

where
x =

(
k1 · · · kn c1 · · · cn g1 · · · gn

)>
.

The problem with the bi included in the decision variables is summarized in (P2)
below.

(P2)



minimize
x

f(x) = max
i∈N

(
N

ki

∫ bi+1

bi

t(s, ci, gi)p(s)ds

)
= max

i∈N

(
N

ki

(
1

ci + qgi
+ p

)∫ bi+1

bi

s2p(s)ds

)
,

subject to
∑
i∈N

ki = K,

bi − bi+1 ≤ 0, i ∈ N ,
b1 = 0,

bn+1 =∞,
1 ≤ ci ≤ Ci, i ∈ N ,
gi ≤ Gi, i ∈ N ,∑
i∈N

ki`(ci, gi) =
∑
i∈N

ki(P ln(1 + ci) + gi) ≤ L,

x ≥ 0,

16
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where
x =

(
k1 · · · kn b1 · · · bn+1 c1 · · · cn g1 · · · gn

)>
.

As stated before, q = 6, p = 0.02, all Ci = 8, all Gi = 1, and P = 2. Since
Svärd (2014) has given me the impression that 10 ≤ K ≤ 15, I hereinafter let n = 3
since higher numbers seem inefficient. Furthermore, I let the scale parameter of the
Weibull distribution p(s) equal 1, K = 10, N = 1000, and L = 50. In (P1), I let
b1 = 0, b2 = 0.7, b3 = 1.5 and b4 =∞.

5.2 Convexity of the Problem

One can prove that the optimization problems (P1) and (P2) are nonconvex. This
can be done—using Definitions 2 and 3—by showing that

(1− t)f(u0) + tf(v0)− f((1− t)u0 + tv0) < 0

for some t ∈ (0, 1) and u0, v0 ∈ F where F denotes the feasible set for the optimiza-
tion problem in question.

(P1) is treated first. Let t = 0.5 and g(x, y) = (1−t)f(x)+tf(y)−f((1−t)x+ty).
If one can find some u1, v1 ∈ F1 (where F1 denotes the feasible set of (P1)) for which
g(u1, v1) < 0, then (P1) is nonconvex. Using MATLAB R© to this end yields that
g(u1, v1) < 0 if, e.g.,

u1 = (10− 2 · 10−10, 10−10, 10−10, 1, 1, 1 + 2 · 10−15, 0, 0, 5.15 · 10−5), and

v1 = (10− 2 · 10−10, 10−10, 10−10, 1 + 2 · 10−15, 1 + 2 · 10−15, 1, 6.61 · 10−5, 0, 0).

An analogous result is true for (P2) since letting b2, b3 in (P2) equal the given b2, b3
in (P1) and taking the values of ki, ci, gi in u1, v1, yields two new points u2, v2 ∈ F2

(where F2 denotes the feasible set of (P2)) for which g(u2, v2) < 0. Hence, (P2) is
nonconvex as well.

These results indicate that finding a global optimal solution to either (P1) or (P2)
is difficult since any algorithm employed will risk stopping at a non-global solution.
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6 Implementation and Results

Given the results of the previous section, it is clear that the problem is nonconvex.
Since nonconvex optimization is deemed to be outside the scope of this thesis, I
will not search for advanced algorithms suitable for this particular problem. I will,
however, search for an optimal solution to (P1) using the MATLAB R© functions
fmincon (using the active set algorithm) and ga (which utilizes a so-called genetic
algorithm) so as to demonstrate the general idea. The problem with numerical results
obtained in this way is the fact that since the data is so sparse, the results can only
serve to potentially examine the relative impact of different variations in the problem
formulation and to showcase the potential efficiency of the MATLAB R© functions
applied to this particular case. With fmincon, the key in the case of nonconvex
optimization is to start with a “good” initial guess, i.e., a point in the feasible set
close enough to the global optimal solution for the algorithm to find it. There is no
need to provide an initial guess with ga since the algorithm itself generates several
randomized “guesses.”

To simplify the following discussion it is useful to define the new functions

fi(x) :=
N

ki

∫ bi+1

bi

t(s, ci, gi)p(s)ds, i ∈ N ,

denoting the makespans of each individual job size category.
A benchmark value for the makespan can be obtained by solving (P1) with n = 1

which is equivalent to having only one node category solving all the jobs in the
distribution. The solution to this problem may be called a homogeneous hardware
allocation since all nodes utilize the same number of cores and GPUs. For this
scenario, fmincon yields a solution xb with

c1 = 6.3891

and
g1 = 1,

for which
f(xb) = 10.0716.

When rounding c1 to an integer, xb → xb,integer, the makespan becomes

f(xb,integer) = 10.3333.

With n = 3 again, and with the initial guess

x0 =
(
4 3 3 6 6 6 1 1 1

)>
,
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fmincon proposes an optimal solution x̂1 for which

fi(x̂1) = f(x̂1) ≈ 9.7, i ∈ N , (7)

i.e., the processing times for each job size category are approximately equal to one
another, and ∑

i∈N

ki`(ci, gi) ≈ L, (8)

i.e., the token occupation is maximized. It is worth noting that the objective func-
tion as implied by (7) is less than that of the benchmark solution by a factor 0.96,
representing a slight efficiency gain. (7) and (8) indicate that the solution is indeed
a potentially global optimal solution because of two a priori arguments. First, if one
category’s processing time is greater than the others, one can transfer nodes from
the categories with lower processing times to the category with the highest process-
ing time and in that way decrease f(x) given that this transfer does not violate the
license constraint. Second, vacant tokens can always be used to increase processing
speed in the category with the highest processing time given that there are additional
available cores and GPUs. The proposed optimal solution x̂1 is

k1 = 1.4167, k2 = 5.3554, k3 = 3.2279,

c1 = 1.2368, c2 = 8, c3 = 8,

g1 = 1, g2 = 1, g3 = 1.

When rounded to integer values, x̂1 → x̂1,integer (with k1 rounded up and k2, k3
rounded down so as to to meet the constraint), the makespan becomes

f(x̂1,integer) = 10.4395,

demonstrating the inefficiency of the continuity approximation. Disappointingly, the
rounding reverses the slight efficiency gain in relation to the benchmark solution to
a loss. Several other initial guesses yielded solutions x̂ for which f(x̂) > f(x̂1).

Were Scania to invest in CPUs with more than 8 cores, a new optimal solution can
be obtained by increasing the Ci. Running fmincon with the initial guess x0 yields
the following results. For all Ci = 16 and Ci = 32, the constraint c2 ≤ C2 is active at
the proposed optimal solution x̂, while f1(x̂) = f2(x̂) = f3(x̂) and

∑
i∈N ki`(ci, gi) ≈

L. For these Ci, f(x̂) decreases as the Ci increases. However, when all Ci = 40, the
fi(x̂) start to differ but the constraint c2 ≤ C2 is still active. For all Ci = 128, no
constraint ci ≤ Ci is active but f1(x̂) 6= f2(x̂) 6= f3(x̂) and f(x̂) is greater than when
all Ci = 16. These inconclusive results demonstrate the weakness of fmincon when
applied to this particular problem.
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An inherent characteristic of ga is that it arrives at different solutions every time
it is run due to the genetic algorithm in combination with the nonconvex nature of
the problem. One run with all Ci = 8 produced a solution x̂2 with

k1 = 1.5113, k2 = 4.5140, k3 = 3.9758,

c1 = 3.0355, c2 = 8, c3 = 3.5908,

g1 = 0.4230, g2 = 1, g3 = 0.8894,

for which
fi(x̂2) = f(x̂2) ≈ 11.5, i ∈ N ,

but ∑
i∈N

ki`(ci, gi) = L− 5.1336,

i.e., the token occupation is not maximized. Several runs with ga yielded solutions x̂
with both higher and lower f(x̂) than f(x̂2). However, no proposed solution yielded
a makespan less than f(x̂1).
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7 Analysis

In this section, I first discuss potential areas of improvement regarding the model
and problem formulation as proposed in this thesis. Thereafter, I discuss alternative
problem formulations that could potentially achieve Scania’s objective to a higher
extent as compared to the minimum makespan problem treated in this thesis.

7.1 Areas of Improvement

One of the greater areas of improvement is the data used in the modeling. It would be
preferable to have access to more precise data regarding the job distribution, what
parameters in the different FEM models (such as axleGear) affect the processing
time, the functional dependence of the number of license tokens required to run the
software, the number of cores and GPUs available to each node, and also the total
number of nodes in the cluster.

One of the greatest weaknesses of the model proposed is the continuity approx-
imation. When variable values are relatively small, a continuity approximation is
not suitable since rounding to an integer introduces a large relative error, as demon-
strated with (P1). However, it could be the case that the variable values n = 3,
b2 = 0.7, and b3 = 1.5 were suboptimal to the extent that were they chosen more
appropriately, they could offset the inefficiency of the continuity approximation.

A more realistic model would incorporate the stochastic nature of the job sizes and
the points in time at which the jobs arrive to the cluster. A consequence of this model
would likely be the need to solve the minimum makespan problem using dynamic
scheduling, which was avoided in this thesis due to the determinism assumption.

Given the minimum makespan problem, it could be preferable to be able to let
the the decision variables also include the number of categories. However, given the
problem formulation as proposed in this thesis, that would require the x vector to
vary in length in between algorithm iterations.

The a priori arguments implying that the fi(x) should equal one another and
that

∑
i∈N ki`(ci, gi) should equal L could be used when expressing constraints to the

optimization problem. These two additional constraints, however, make it difficult
for the algorithm utilized to stay within the feasible set or even finding a point within
it. This is at least the case for fmincon and ga. But if it can be proven that these
two equations should hold for the global optimal solution, then it is paramount to
include them in the problem formulation.

Further efforts need to be made regarding the algorithm employed to find the
global optimal solution. Given the discussion above, the algorithm also needs to
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incorporate discrete optimization.

7.2 Alternative Problem Formulations

The minimum makespan problem formulation might not be the best in terms of
achieving Scania’s objective of increasing efficiency in its FEM problem-solving.
Reuterswärd et al. (2014) has given me the impression that larger jobs are not re-
quired to be processed in as short amount of time as smaller jobs. A slight variation
to the problem formulation to account for this could include introducing weights of
different magnitude to each category’s makespan in order to “discount” the makespan
of the categories processing larger jobs. The new objective function would then read

f(x) = max
i∈N

(
N

wiki

∫ bi+1

bi

t(s, ci, gi)p(s)ds

)
where wi is the weight introduced to category i. Another possibility is to include the
weights in the processing time function so as to weight each individual job. In the
model proposed in this thesis, this weighting would translate into a decrease in the

exponent of s in t(s, ci, gi) =
(

1
ci+qgi

+ p
)
s2.

An ideal problem formulation in a commercial environment would serve to maxi-
mize profits. In order to apply this perspective to Scania’s problem, one would have
to use a profit function as the objective function, consisting of the sum of a rev-
enue function and a cost function in monetary terms. The revenue function would
depend on how many jobs are processed and also potentially on what FEM models
are processed. The cost function would depend on many variables including job size
dependent opportunity costs, e.g., for a job that an engineer is likely to wait for
being processed (probably a smaller job whose processing time is in the order of 5
minutes), the processing time times salary per unit time constitutes an opportunity
cost.
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8 Summary and Conclusions

Following the objective to help Scania reach its goals of implementing a more effi-
cient FEM problem-solving process, this thesis set out to minimize the makespan of
a typical job distribution by allocating hardware utilization between nodes in a des-
ignated computer cluster under a license token constraint. The research questions,
whose answers aimed to meet the objectives of the thesis, were 1) how should the
problem of minimizing Scania’s FEM job makespan be formulated in order for it to
be feasibly solvable?; and 2) what is the optimal allocation of hardware given the
chosen problem formulation?

The method employed to answer the research questions consisted of examining
Scania’s problem in depth and expressing it in mathematical notation, developing
suitable problem formulations given the mathematical model, selecting the most solv-
able problem formulation and attempting to solve it using MATLAB R©, and analyzing
the model used as well as alternative models.

Although parsimonious, the data was used to deduce a processing time function.
Assumptions were made regarding the functional form of the number of license tokens
required to run the problem-solving software, the job distribution, and the number
of cores and GPUs available to each node. The problem was formulated by dividing
the job distribution into categories processed by separate node categories.

The nonconvexity of the problem was proved using the definition of convexity of
an optimization problem. This result implies that the problem is difficult to solve
since any algorithm will risk stopping at a non-global solution.

The problem formulated with given job size category limits was evaluated using
the MATLAB R© functions fmincon and ga. A potentially global optimal solution was
found using fmincon while ga demonstrated the difficulty in solving a nonconvex op-
timization problem. The proposed optimal allocation resulted in a makespan slightly
less than that of a homogeneous allocation. However, when the proposed allocation
was rounded to integer values, this efficiency gain was reversed to a significant loss.

The most important areas of improvement were deemed to be the completeness of
the data and the continuity approximation. Alternative models could include weights
so as to decrease the priority of certain job categories or certain jobs. Moreover,
the problem formulation used in a commercial environment would ideally serve to
maximize profits whereby the objective function would include the revenues and costs
as a function of the decision variables.

In conclusion, my hopes are that the examination of the minimum makespan
problem as presented in this thesis can contribute to streamlining Scania’s FEM
problem-solving process. In order for the results of this thesis to become truly mean-
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ingful however, the data used in the model needs to be more precise, variables need
to be treated as discrete, and a more suitable algorithm needs to be implemented.
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